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OutlineOutline

IntroductionIntroduction
Modified heavy quark fragmentation functionModified heavy quark fragmentation function
Modified FF due to quarkModified FF due to quark--quark double quark double 
scattering in nucleiscattering in nuclei
SummarySummary
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Jet QuenchingJet Quenching

Jet quenching has been observed as a Jet quenching has been observed as a 
new nuclear phenomenon at RHICnew nuclear phenomenon at RHIC
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X.N. Wang, Nucl.Phys. A750 (2005) 98
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Theoretical approachesTheoretical approaches

M. M. GyulassyGyulassy, X., X.--N.Wang: GW modelN.Wang: GW model
BaierBaier, et al: BDMPS , et al: BDMPS 
GyulassyGyulassy, , LevaiLevai, , VitevVitev: GLV: GLV
KovnerKovner, , WiedemannWiedemann
ZakharovZakharov

…………..
…………..

Twist Expansion approach  Twist Expansion approach  
X. X. GuoGuo, X., X.--N. Wang, N. Wang, Enke Enke Wang, B.W.ZhangWang, B.W.Zhang
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Jet quenching with Jet quenching with pQCDpQCD

How to measure the How to measure the partonparton energy loss?energy loss?
Direct measurement is impossibleDirect measurement is impossible
Particle distributions within a jetParticle distributions within a jet
Modification to Fragmentation FunctionModification to Fragmentation Function
Obtain the energy loss indirectly from Obtain the energy loss indirectly from 
measuring the modification of FF
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Modified FF of the Light Quark(I)Modified FF of the Light Quark(I)

Xiao-Feng Guo, Xin-Nian Wang, PRL 85 (2000) 3591;

Xin-Nian Wang, Xiao-Feng Guo, NPA 696(2001) 788;

Ben-Wei Zhang, Xin-Nian Wang, NPA 720(2003) 429.
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Modified FF of light quark (II)Modified FF of light quark (II)

Enke Wang, Xin-Nian Wang, PRL 89(2000)162301
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From Light to HeavyFrom Light to Heavy

Theory:Theory:
Heavy quark energy loss can provide a further test of a Heavy quark energy loss can provide a further test of a 
uniform formalism of  jet quenching.uniform formalism of  jet quenching.
How does mass effect of heavy quark affect the pattern of How does mass effect of heavy quark affect the pattern of 
energy loss?energy loss?

Experiment:Experiment:
Open charm suppression, which can  be  measured at 
RHIC by comparing pt distributions of D-mesons in D-Au
and Au-Au collisions, is a novel probe of QGP dynamics.
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Heavy Quark Energy LossHeavy Quark Energy Loss

There are several theoretical calculations to There are several theoretical calculations to 
obtain the heavy quark energy loss:obtain the heavy quark energy loss:

DokshitzerDokshitzer and and KharzeevKharzeev
Djordjevic  Djordjevic  and and GyulassyGyulassy
ArmestoArmesto, Salgado and , Salgado and WiedemannWiedemann

G.D. Moore and D. G.D. Moore and D. TeaneyTeaney
…………

Twist Expansion approachTwist Expansion approach

B.W. Zhang,B.W. Zhang, E. Wang and X.N. Wang, PRL 93(2004)072301,E. Wang and X.N. Wang, PRL 93(2004)072301,

B.W. Zhang,B.W. Zhang, E. Wang and X.N. Wang, NPA 757(2005)493E. Wang and X.N. Wang, NPA 757(2005)493
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Heavy QuarkHeavy Quark
In  In  parton parton model, for the heavy quark  production we obtain :model, for the heavy quark  production we obtain :
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MutipleMutiple Scattering in NucleiScattering in Nuclei

In order to calculate the heavy quark energy loss In order to calculate the heavy quark energy loss 
induced by gluon radiation in induced by gluon radiation in pQCDpQCD, we should , we should 
separate the separate the ‘‘hardhard’’ part from the part from the ‘‘softsoft’’ part:part:

factorizingfactorizing..
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Factorization of TwistFactorization of Twist--44

J. Qiu, G. Sterman, NPB 353(1991)105; NPB 353(1991)137.
M. Luo,J. Qiu, G. Sterman, PLB 279(1992)377;
M. Luo,J. Qiu, G. Sterman, PRD 49(1994)4493; PRD 50(1994)1951
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Generalized FactorizationGeneralized Factorization
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QuarkQuark--Gluon Double ScatteringGluon Double Scattering
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Collinear ApproximationCollinear Approximation

Make a collinear approximation:Make a collinear approximation:

The tensor structure can be factorized:The tensor structure can be factorized:
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LPM EffectLPM Effect

LMP interference effect.
The formation time of gluon radiation.
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Other ProcessesOther Processes
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Hard Hard Partonic Partonic PartPart

DeadDead--Cone effect of heavy quark propagatingCone effect of heavy quark propagating
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Modified FF of Heavy Quark Modified FF of Heavy Quark 
With the generalized factorization theorem we With the generalized factorization theorem we 
obtain the semiobtain the semi-- inclusive inclusive hadronichadronic tensor:tensor:

The modified effective fragmentation function is
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TwistTwist--4 4 PartonParton CorrelationCorrelation
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TwoTwo--parton parton Correlation FunctionCorrelation Function

TwistTwist--4 4 partonparton correlation correlation 
function is in principle function is in principle 
not calculable.not calculable.

With some approximations we can estimate the twist-4 
correlation functions approximated as

J. Osborne and Xin-Nian Wang, NPA 710(2002)281
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Heavy Quark Energy LossHeavy Quark Energy Loss

Heavy quark energy loss can be derived as:

When M=0, we will recover the result of 
the light quark energy loss.

Xiao-feng Guo, Xin-Nian Wang, PRL 85(2000)3591;

Xin-Nian Wang, Xiao-feng Guo, NPA 696(2001) 788

Ben-Wei Zhang, Xin-Nian Wang, NPA 720(2003) 429
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Two LimitsTwo Limits

(1) When (1) When 

2QQ^2

(2) For large values of Q(2) For large values of Q2 2 or small or small xxBB, we have, we have
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Nuclear Size DependenceNuclear Size Dependence
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Heavy Quark Heavy Quark VS.VS. Light QuarkLight Quark

Energy loss of heavy quark is significantly suppressed 
due to mass effect, in particular, the dead-cone effect.

B.W. Zhang,B.W. Zhang, E. Wang and X.N. Wang, PRL 93(2004)072301E. Wang and X.N. Wang, PRL 93(2004)072301
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Modified heavy quark FFModified heavy quark FF

Charm quark fragmentation function in vacuum:Charm quark fragmentation function in vacuum:

B.W. Zhang,B.W. Zhang, E. Wang and X.N. Wang, NPA 757(2005)493E. Wang and X.N. Wang, NPA 757(2005)493
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QuarkQuark--Quark Double ScatteringQuark Double Scattering

Two kinds of double scattering in Two kinds of double scattering in eA eA DISDIS

quark-gluon 

double scattering

quark-quark 

double scattering
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Properties of qProperties of q--q double scatteringq double scattering

The contributions of quarkThe contributions of quark--quark double scattering are quark double scattering are 
suppressed as compared to quarksuppressed as compared to quark--gluon double gluon double 
scattering: scattering: quark density quark density VS.VS. gluon densitygluon density
QuarkQuark--quark double scattering will mix the quark and quark double scattering will mix the quark and 
gluon fragmentation functions.gluon fragmentation functions.
QuarkQuark--quark double scattering quark double scattering 
may give different modifications may give different modifications 
to quark FF and antito quark FF and anti--quark FF.quark FF.

B.W.Zhang, X.N.Wang, A. Schaefer,  in preparation
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QuarkQuark--quark double scatteringquark double scattering
Single Scattering: leading twist contributionSingle Scattering: leading twist contribution

⊗

Double Scattering: twistDouble Scattering: twist--4 contribution4 contribution
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quarkquark--quark correlation functionquark correlation function
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Generalized FactorizationGeneralized Factorization

Consider a typical quarkConsider a typical quark--quarkquark
double scattering process in double scattering process in 
semisemi--inclusive inclusive eAeA DIS:DIS:

J. Qiu, G. Sterman, NPB 353(1991)105; NPB 353(1991)137.
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Hard Hard partonic partonic partpart

Applying the collinear approximation:Applying the collinear approximation:

SemiSemi--inclusive inclusive hadronic hadronic tensor can be given:tensor can be given:
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LPM effectLPM effect

LPM effect
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Other processesOther processes

……..

……..
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QQ--Q Scattering without radiationQ Scattering without radiation

Lowest order contribution:Lowest order contribution:
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Modified Modified Fragmenation Fragmenation FunctionFunction

Summing single and double scattering givesSumming single and double scattering gives

We define the modified quark FF as:We define the modified quark FF as:
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QuarkQuark--quark correlation functionquark correlation function

M. Luo,J. Qiu and G. Sterman, PRD50(1994)1951,

X.F. Guo and X.N. Wang, PRL85(2000)3591.
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Quark and antiQuark and anti--quark FF(I)quark FF(I)

We get the modification to quark FF as:We get the modification to quark FF as:

Similarly the modification to antiSimilarly the modification to anti--quark FF is:quark FF is:
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Quark and antiQuark and anti--quark FF(II)quark FF(II)

The difference between modified quark FF The difference between modified quark FF 
and modified antiand modified anti--quark FF:quark FF:

B.W.Zhang, X.N.Wang, A. Schaefer,  in preparation
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Multiplicity ratios of hadronsMultiplicity ratios of hadrons

Multiplicity ratio measured at HERMES:Multiplicity ratio measured at HERMES:
HERMES

hep-ex/0012049

hep-ex/0307023
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Theoretical explanationTheoretical explanation

In the constituent quark model:In the constituent quark model:
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Summary(I)Summary(I)

Heavy quark energy loss induced by gluon radiation Heavy quark energy loss induced by gluon radiation 
is derived in terms of Modified FF with pQCD.is derived in terms of Modified FF with pQCD.

Two mass effectsTwo mass effects::
(I) Gluon formation time of the heavy quark is           (I) Gluon formation time of the heavy quark is           
reduced relative to that of a light quark: reduced relative to that of a light quark: 

Medium size dependence of heavy quark enegy Medium size dependence of heavy quark enegy 
loss is found to change from a linear to a quadratic loss is found to change from a linear to a quadratic 
form when the initial energy and momentum scale form when the initial energy and momentum scale 
are increasing.are increasing.

(II) Dead(II) Dead--cone effect: cone effect: 
Heavy quark energy loss is significantly Heavy quark energy loss is significantly 

suppressed relative to a light quark.suppressed relative to a light quark.
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Summary(II)Summary(II)

QuarkQuark--quark double scattering is eAquark double scattering is eA
DIS are studied.DIS are studied.
Modification to quark FF in nuclei is Modification to quark FF in nuclei is 
different from the modification to antidifferent from the modification to anti--
quark FF in nuclei.quark FF in nuclei.
This difference may explain the multiplicity This difference may explain the multiplicity 
ratios of hadrons in nuclei observed at ratios of hadrons in nuclei observed at 
HERMES.HERMES.
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Thank you very much!Thank you very much!
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Heavy quark Heavy quark FragFrag. . FuncFunc..
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